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• A.T. Kearney are a global 
management consultancy 
business. 

• With over a $ billion turnover and 
300+ partners working with 
business leaders across the globe. 

• The Energy Transition is a major 
focus, where the firm’s activities 
span leading academic research 
through to “hands on” delivery of 
innovative new energy model 
initiatives. 
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Purpose: Building business models of the future to accelerate the energy transition 
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• A decade of experience and 
data provides Cenex ideal 
positioning to see the EV and 
energy market evolving. 

• A wealth of IP and business case 
capabilities have been amassed. 

• Cenex work across the SME supply 
chain in the cross over of electric 
vehicles and the energy markets.  

• Cenex operate at the forefront of 
innovation markets across Europe. 
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Accelerating the energy transition  



Making the complex simple 
We specialize in unlocking new business models 
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Topics for todayTopics for today

Emerging servicesEmerging services

Converging industries Converging industries 

Integrated of offerings Integrated of offerings 
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Converging industries: the world is changing 
Accelerating the energy transition  
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Electric Vehicles are central to our future energy infrastructure
Accelerating the energy transition  

The movement to renewable 
and distributed energy
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demand for 
electricity 
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source of 

energy storage 
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More opportunities are emerging More opportunities are emerging 
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Retail 
parking 

offers 

EV and the 
smart home

EV and solar 
financing

Maximise the utilisation of 
chargepoints in combination with 
“drop and go” services

Charging infrastructure 
financing models

Free 
charging

Peer to peer 
energy trading

Helping migrate a fleet to electric 
vehicles, without compromising 
service or incurring significant 
network upgrade costs.

Fleet transition services 

Leveraging smart charging and 
V2G technology to finance a 
reduced cost EV, alongside 
hardware, an energy bill and 
service support. 

Bundled offerings 

Driver linked battery 
degradation models 

Charging 
infrastructure 

financing models 

Many more

New business model examples New business model examples 

Emerging Services
As electric vehicle numbers increase, so will the range of opportunities and business models 
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Transitioning from combustion to electric
Capturing customers as they make the switch

Transition 
service

Transition 
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The customer problems being solved will dictate the technology used, 
not the other way around
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Tailored services 
aligned to the users 

behaviour
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Example applications:  Smart Charging and V2G
Exploiting new value pools 

Smart 
charging & 
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Holiday parking 
perks 
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Advantageous 
financing 
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Mini-power stations 
in the off season
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Car rental schemesCar rental schemes
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Assets

The service market is underpinned by solving a consumer problem, alongside a data driven approach to manage 
capital allocation 

“Beyond the asset”
Services market

EV virtual power plantsEV virtual power plants

Parking services Parking services 

• Integrated offerings will link assets and services to deliver a 
consumer outcome.  

• Markets are emerging that incentivise consumers to adapt
their energy usage behaviour.

• The “new utility”, will provide the interface between the 
market, the consumer and their assets.  This market is 
emerging but highly strategic.  

• Aggregation services and virtual power plants are on the 
rise.

• Data driven approaches are essential to i) avoid stranded 
asset investments ii) tailor business models; and iii) maximise 
the ROI of a solution.
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Combining asset and services capabilities together 
will be essential for the new market leaders 

Emerging trends – services marketEmerging trends – services market

Integrated offerings
“Beyond the asset” business models 
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